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I 111 . d h 1 f . n paper we ment1one t e c ass o mult1quark resonances 
(the namber of quarks is more than three) with comparatively 
smaller effective masses whose widths have been compared with 
experimental resolution. In following papers 12,8/ dealing with 
six-quark system, a great number of narrow diproton resonances 
have been shown. Paper141 made an attempt to systematize them 
in the model of rotating joint oriented strings (RJOSM). 

If a large namber of diproton resonances can be predicted 
on the basis of QCD151 , then their widths, which are two orders 
less than those of ordinary hadron resonances, confirm the 
existence of ~orne prohibition rules whose nature isn't clear 
yet and they prevent the decay on the strong channel. 

Numerous works published since 1983 on the subject of nar
row diproton resonances in most cases confirmed the existence 
of such effects 18,7,8,9,l0,11,12,18,14/ • However, in some expe-
riments similar phenomena have not been observed /t5, 18, 17/ , 

!T> rhP prP-=:Pnr p::~pPr mdn~ :a 1 :argP statistical material. 
we shall show the existence of many narrow diproton resonances 
with high statistical reliability and estimate real widths of 
these resonances. The last question is passed over by the au
thors of all the works performed on this subject. 

In the first part we shall consider the reaction np-pp~ 
at Pn = 1.25 Gev/c on the example of which we shall discuss 
all the methodical questions, concerning the subject. In the 
second part the total spectra of two protons effective masses 
from the reaction np-pp~ at Pn = 1.43, 1.72 and 2.23 GeV/c 
will be considered. 

I • THE np-pp~ REACTION AT Pn = I • 25 Ge V / c 

The reaction np-ppw- at this ener~y as well as at other 
energies has been selected by the ~-method with 4-degrees of 
freedom using the data obtained in an exposure of the lm HBC 
of the High Energy Laboratory, JINR to monochromatic neutrons 
from the synchrophasotron of the High Energy Laboratory.The 
beam spread of the momenta in all the cases is ~Pn/Pn= 3%. 
Figure I presents the ~2-distribution !£! the hypotheses of 
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the reaction np-pprr- at Pn = 1.25 GeV/c. The solid line shows 
the theoretical x~distribution with four degrees of freedom. 
There is a good agreement of theoretical and experimental.dis
tribution. The events with x2 ~ 12.5 concern the np-pprr- reac-

·tion. In such a way, 3611 events of this reaction have been 
selected. 

The problem of background is one of the main problems on 
resonance studies. Figure 2 shows the effective mass distri
bution of two protons binned within 2.5 MeV/~ intervals. In the 
same figure one can see three background curves: a stroke
dotted line shows the backgroung obtained by the method of 
"mixing" which is usually used by experimentators and lies 
in the fact that a proton from one event combines with a pro
ton from another event. The two-proton effective mass calcu
lated in such a way is put down in the graphic for back-ground 
distribution. However, because of strong peripheral reacti
ons131 in this case there are lots of configurations where 
protons have close momenta, and angles, and, hence, small ef
fective masses. x2 for the description of experimental distri
bution of such a background curve is equal to 4175 for 60 po
ints, it shows that the given background does not deal with 
the matter. 

The dotted line presents the background calculated on the 
basis of the model of one particle exchange 131 • The exchanges 
by rr-mesons, nucleons, and ~-isobars have been taken 1nto 
account. Non-coherent mixture of 43% pion and 57% ~-isobar 
exchange gives the best distribution of experimental data. 
x2 is considerably closer to the average value equal to 60 
(x2 = 240) for the experiment description. But it is diffi
cult to take into account the contribution of the other diag
rams, the interference between them and so on. Besides, some 
corrections in the calculations of possible distortions bro
ught by experimental material (e.g. lost of events with pro
ton momentum 80 MeV/c and others) should be made. 

The third possible backgroung is represented by a solid 
line - modelling taking into account the experimental distri
butions in the lab.system.(MELS). In this method a point from 
the plot P1 vs P 2 in the lab. system (P1 and P2 are the two-pro
ton momenta in the star) is casually confronted with a point 
on the plot of the angle between the two protons in the lab. 
system. After calculations the two-proton effective mass is 
plotted into the background distribution graphic. Background 
distributions obtained taking into account modelling experi
mental distributions in the total c.m.s. and in the rest frame 
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system of "-P have been investigated. However, the smallest 
x2 (117 for 60 points), i.e. a background distribution clo

sest to the experiment is obtained by the MELS method. 
This conclusion is true for the reaction np-pp"- at prima

ry neutron momenta 1.43, 1.71 and 2.23 GeV/c. 
Later on everywhere a distribution obtained by the MELS is 
used as a background. 

The next question is connected with the shape of the reso
lution function on masses and, hence, with the shape of the 
resonance curves used for fitting of experimental data and 
for the procedure of definition of the real resonance width. 

The resolution function is determined as usual: 

R(6M) = J 1 exp[...(6M) 2 /2u2 ]P(u)do/JP(u)do, 
v2"u 

(I) 

where dM is the difference between the measured experimental 
value of the two-proton effective masses and the value of the 
mass obtained by smearing the measured track parameters, ac
cordingly to the experimental errors. The errors are supposed 
to have Gauss distributions. o is the experimental error of 
the mass. 

Figure 3 presents the resolution function in the whole ran
ge of the two-proton masses in the reactio~ np-pp~ at Pn = 
= 1.25 GeV/c. The resolution function was described bv the 
Breit~Wigner curve (x2 = 72 for 66 points) and by the Gauss 
one (x2 = 162). 

One can see that the Breit-Wigner shape well describes the 
resolution function. This holds for the description of reso
lution function for different ranges of the two-proton effec
tive masses as well. A change of total widths of resolution 
functions in the reaction np-ppw- at Pn = 1.25 GeV/c for va
rious ranges of two-proton effective masses is shown in Fig.4. 

It is known that the convolution of the true resonance cur
ve, having the Breit-Wigner shape, with resolution function 
also having the same shape gives again the Breit-Wigner sha
pe of the experimental resonance curve with M0 exp = Mo real 
and rexp = freal + fres. Thus, the fit to the experiments reso
nance curve should be given in the shape of the Breit-Wigner 
curves, and the real widths of the resonances could be deter
mined as freal = r exp - rres ' where r exp are the widths of 
the resonance curves, obtained by fitting the experiment. 

Figure 5 presents the effective mass distribution of the 
two protons from the reaction np-pp"- at Pn = 1.25 GeV/c. 
In this figure the solid line is the experimental description 
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of the noncoherent sum of the fifth resonance curves and a 
background curve obtained by the MELS method; crosses show 
the contribution of the background curve left after fitting 
(91%). x2 = 1.3 for the first degree of freedom for the solid 
line. 
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Tabl-e 1 

MR!6M rW> !ar IR =~p -r..u 6'(}A't) so p 
40 + 1.S + 1.5 -2 

1922± 1 -0.5 0.6- 0.5 15 ± 5 3.2 3.5·10 

1934± 1 5.0 + 1.5 + 1.5 
19:!: 5 3.6 /.1·10-3 

• -1.0 1.0 - 1.0 

5.0 +1.5 0 8 + 1.5 
-3 

1 943±1 -1.0 . - 0.8 16:!: 5 3.6 8.1·10 

4 6 + 3.0 
-1 

1958±1 • -2.0 0.0 + 3.0 6:!:3 2.1 1.7 •1 0 

1980± 2 
+ 6.0 

6.0 -4.0 
+ 6.0 

0.6 - 0.6 14 ±4 4.0 1.3 ·103 

-

All the data obtained are summed up in Table 1: the first 
column gives the value of resonance masses; the second one, 
the value of the experimental width obtained by fitting, the 
third one is the real width of the resonance (all the values 
at MeV/c ); the fourth one, the cross section of resonance 
production (the cross section of the reaction np-pprr- at P0 = 
= 1.25 GeV/c is equal to (0,89± 0.15) mb 1181 ). The fifth co
loumn of the Table shows the number of standard deviations 
from the background; the sixth one, the probability of ac
~;~~nr~l nupr~hnn~in~ nf the given effect. 

The probability of accidental overshooting is defined by 
the method devised in/19/ , where the influence on the effect 
of all points of distribution in study is taken into consi
deration. 

Figure 5 presents the position of four more bumps with 
masses of 1903, 1911, 1926 and 1969 MeV/cfl observed in pa
pers/3,10,13/. 

References to the works with peaks at close (within measu
rement errors) mass values are given by each value. 

II. THE np-pprr- REACTION AT P
0 

= 1.43, 1.72 AND 2.23 GeV/c 

The aim of this part is to prove the existence of a large 
number of narrow diproton resonances. The events of the reac
tions np-pprr- at given momenta of primary neutrons have been 
selected using the method of x2 with four degrees of freedom 
like in part I. The total number of events with the reactions 
np-pprr- at P0 = 1.43, 1.72 and 2.23 GeV/c is 4847, 4568 and 
5521, respectively. 
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Fig.6. The effective mass distribution of two protons from the 
reaction np-opp"- for P\l = 1.43 (histogroam I), Pn = J.72 (histo
gram II), P 0 = 2.23 (h~stogtam III). 

Figure 6 presents the effective mass distribution of the 
two protons separately for each energy. Histogram I is for 
P

0 
= 1.43; II, for Pn = 1.72; III, for P0 = 2.23 GeV/c. 

Several regions of the two proton effective masses, where over
shooting at all three energies has been observed are marked 
by vertical lines. The coincidence effects strongly prove their 
resonance origin and give a good reason to sum all three dist
ributions. 

Figure 7 shows the effective mass distribution of the two 
protons su~d at all three energies. The solid line is a fit
ting one, constructed from uncoherent mixture of the backgro
und curve, obtained by MELS method separately for each energy 
and summed with the corresponding weight proportional to the 
number of experimental events at each energy, and 13 resonance 
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Fig.?. The effective mass distribution of two protons from the 
reaction np-pp"- at Pn = 1. 43, 1. 72 and 2. 23 GeV/c (the sum 
at aU energies). The solid curve is a coherent sum of 13 
Broeit-Wigner resonance curves and a background one in the 
shape of MELS. Crosses are the controibution of the background 
curve (86%). 

curves in the Breit-Wigner shape. The background curve left 
after fitting (its contribution is 88%) is marked by crosses, 

The effective mass positions with overshootings are statis
tically unvaluab1e in the given distribution and that is why 
not included into the procedure of fitting, but earlier dis
cussed in other experiments are marked in the graphic too. 
References to other authors'papers in which overshootings 
have been observed at similar mass values are indicated over 
each mass value. 

Graphics of changes of resolution function total width 
depending on the effective mass of the two protons at three 
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values of primaryneutron momentum are given in Fig.8. Later 
when determining the real resonance widths the width of reso
lution function was calculated as a mean value from widths at 
each energy with weight proportional to the contribution on 
the number of events in the present mass interval from each 
energy. 

All resolution functions have a shape close to the Breit
Wigher ones, so the procedure of real width determination is 
the same as in part I , i.e. , freal = fes11 - fresolutton . 

The data obtained are summed up in Table II. The marks are 
the same as in Table I. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper indicates the existence of a large num
ber of narrow diproton resonances. A wide range of masses 
(from 1876 to 2300 MeV/c2) has been investigated. The statis
tical value of the effects observed is rather high, particu-
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Tab~e II 

MR±t. M r(>.xp±t.r rR=r~-r~ SD p 

1936± 1 7 ! 15 
+1 

2.6- 1.5 5.2 
-5 

1ft ·1 0 

1964±1 I + o.s + 0.5 
3.5 2.0·10-2 

- 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 
7 + 0.5 + 0.5 -11 1980±1 - 1.0 0.2- 0.2 2.7 2ft·10 : 

2047±1 9 t 2.0 0.0 + 2.0 3.8 1.1·10-l 

2083±2 1lt + 2.5 - 1.5 18 + 2.5 
• - 1. 5 3.7 -21 1.5 ·10 

2106 !1 123~ 2"0 . 1.5 0.0 + 2.0 5.8 -· 9.7·1 0 

2130±2 2.0 + 3.5 -3 
1/.0±3.5 -2.0 4.2 2.3,10 

2171 ± 2 
+5.0 0.8 + 5.0 -3 

16.0-3.5 - 0.8 4.1 2.2·1 0 

223 7±1 ~ +3.0 8.0-4.0 0.0 + 3.0 
-7 

5.8 9.2 ·10 

2251 :!:1 
+2.0 

18.0-1.5 0.0 +2.0 3.3 8.3 ·102 

2270±2 1s.o:i.g 0.0 +4.0 3.8 1.1 ·11f 

I -5 2286±2 21.0±3.0 1.0 +3.0 5.3 1.4 ·10-l 
?~1n±? o:>1n± -~ 'i 10+.~_5 3.7 15·10 1-- . - 1- ·- I l -- i - . - i 

larly if the repetition of effects in different experiments 
is taken into account and if to multiply the corresponding pro
babilities of accidental overshootings (e.g., for the resonan
ce with the mass equal to 1935 P = P1 2& · P1 4S· 1 72· 2 23 = 
= J0-7 as is seen in Tables I and II of the'present work). 

The total contribution of such resonances to the np-pp"
reaction is 10% of the energies under study. The resonance 
widths are of an order of the error in their definition. 

Thus, one can think that we deal with new physical pheno
menon the nature of which is not clear. The hypothesis rela
tive to the fact that small widths of such resonances could be 
explained by the 'production of a state with izotopic spin I=2 
in the intermediate stage of the reaction which then realises 
narrow resonance Y-transition in the two proton system~is not 
corrobarated, probably, by the experiments under study1201 • 
On the other hand, if this hypothesis is true the question 
should be replaced to the other plane, or else how to explain 
a large number of such resonances to be in the states with 
other izotopic spin. 
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Thereby, it is natural to distort the solving of the prob
lem taking coloured degrees of freedom into consideration. 
It can give many such states and rules of prohibition of their 
decay. 

The authors are grateful to A.B.Kaidanov, L.A.Kondratyuk, 
Yu.E.Pokrovsky, B.Z.Kopeliovich, V.L.Luboshits for useful 
discussions. 
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Tpo.RH IO.A. H .llp. ll1-88-329 
Y3KHe .llHDpoTOIUible pe30H8HCbl B peaKUHH np ... pp ,-

llpe.D.craaneH&I pacnpe.lleneHHH 3Cj>~KTHBH&IX Mace .llBYX npo
TOHOB H3 peaKUHH Dp .... pptt- npH p n = 1,25; 1,43; 1,72 H 
2,23 r3B/c (acero oxono 19 T&Ic. co6&rrmi). MaTepaan nonyqeH 
c o,II,HoMeTpoaoH: BO.llopo.D.HoH: xaMep&I JIB3 OHHM, o6nyqeHHoH: 
MOHOXpoMaTaqeCKHMH HeHTpoHaMH ( ~p n /P n = 3%) OT CHHXpo
$a30TpoHa JIB3. C .llOCTaToqao BbiCOKOH CTaTHCTHqecKOH ,llOCTO
aepHOCTbiO o6aapy)J(eHbi 16 ,ll;HllpoTOIUibiX pe30H8HCOB C HCTHIUibiMH 
wapHHaMH nopR.n;Ka 1 M3B/c2. Bxna.ll pe3oHaacoa coCTaanReT 
OKOJIO 10% npH KIDIC,Il;OH 3HeprHH. HcCJie,ll;OB8H ,II,Hana30H 3Cj>$eKTHB
HbiX Mace oT 1876 .11.0 - 2300 M3B/c2. Pe30H8HCHhle 3$cPeKT&I 
cyw;eCTBYIOT BO BCeM 3TOM ,llHana30He. 

Pa6oTa a&monHeHa a Jla6opaTopHH B&ICOKHx 3HepraH: OH.RH. 

npenpiUIT 061.e,tU1HeiDIOrO IDICTHT)'Til RAepHWX HccneAOB8JUiii. ,lly6aa 1988 

Troyan Yu.A. et al. D1-88-329 
Narrow Diproton Resonances 
in the Reaction of np .... PP"-

The effective mass distributions of two protons from the reac
tion np .... PP"- at Pn = 1.25, 1.43, 1,72 and 2.23 GeV/c (about 
19000 events) are presented. The data have been obtained in an 
exposure of the 1m HBC of the High Energy Laboratory, JINR 
to monochromatic neutrons ( 6Pii / P n = 3~). Sixteen diproton reso-

-nances with the true width of 1 MeVjc2 are found out using rather 
high statistics. The effective mass range from 1876 to- 2300 MeV/c 2 

has been investigated. Resonance effects are present in the whole 
range. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
High Energies, JINR. 
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